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Abstract

In several simple geometries, electromagnetic fields radiated from

a loop antenna, on which a current oscillately flows across the static

magnetic field !L, are calculated by the finite element method (FEM) as

well as by analytic methods in a cross section of a plasma cylinder. A

finite wave number along 1L is assumed. Good agreement between FEM and the

analytic solutions is obtained, which indicates the accuracy of FEM solutions.

The method is applied to calculations of fields from a half-turn antenna

and reasonable results are obtained. It is found that a straightforward

application of FEM to problems in an anisotropic medium may bring about

erroneous results and that an appropriate coordinate transformation is

needed for FEM to become applicable.



§ 1. Introduction

The study of an antenna-plasma coupling is one of crucial problems for

ICRF heating of the fusion plasma. The antenna is located near a toroidal

shell and is faced with the confined plasma. This situation is quite

different from those studied in many papers ' in which tne antenna is

immersed in an unbounded plasma. The vacuum wall will play an essential role

in calculating the radiation pattern. The inhomogeneity of the plasma

parameters, the structures of the antenna and of the feeders also give

considerable effects to the coupling characteristics between the plasma and the

antenna.

Based on slab plasma models, coupling properties of ICRF antenna have

been theoretically analysed 4~b'. it. is desirable, however, to examine

this problem in a more realistic plasma. Since it is a hopeless task to get tne

exact solutions analytically in a complicated configuration, numerical methods

are required.

In this paper we adopt the finite-element-method (FEM)''. This

numerical technique has been attracting notice in various fields of

engineerings, since this is a potent method for solving a differential

equation with boundary conditions. In a finite difference method we get

a solution at each pivotal point step by step from known boundary values. In

FEM, whereas, the fields at all of the points in a considered region are

included in one matrix equation and obtained simultanously. Then the boundary

conditions are automatically satisfied in this process. For obtaining the

fields in the plasma-antenna-wall system, this FEM must be a most appropriate

numerical method. ' . . .
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At first we consider a situation that a loop antenna is installed in a

vacuum cylinder. The fields in the cross section of the cylinder are

calculated by applying FEM, a finite wave number k. along BQ being assumed.

The result will be compared with the exact solution. Next, excited fields in

the plasma are calculated. Two types of ICRF antenna are used; a loop antenna

and a half-turn one. It is pointed out that a straightforward application of

FEM to problems in an anisotropic medium may bring about erroneous results. An

appropriate coordinate transformation enables us to get correct solutions.

Good agreement between the FEM and the analytic solutions of fields radiated

from the loop antenna is obtained. This fact indicates the accuracy of FEM.

Subsequently, FEM is applied to compute the fields from the half-turn-

antenna. Fine structures of excited fields are observed.

§ 2. Basic Formulae of FEM for Radiated Fields

The formulae of FEM stem from the variational principle. The

Lagrangian L of the field oscillating with the frequency <u is given by

L = ju / if- $ dV - ju» / £ • 6*dV (1)

- / t x if- d5 - / t • f dV,

where / dV and / Ss denote the volume and surface integrals and by superscript

(*) the complex conjugate quantities are indicated. The magnetic field

strength, the plasma and the conductive wall are assumed to be uniform along

the cylinder axis, i.e. the z-direction. Suppose that the antenna current and

the electromagnetic fields depend on time and on the coordinate z as

9(r",t)=go(x,y) exp(-(j<Dt-k,z)). The z component of the electric field is

assumed to be zero. The 'last term of eq.(l) includes both the antenna current
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density 3, and the current density 3_ in the conductive wall. 3~ is given

by {2/62vou)£, where 6 is the skin depth and u0 is the permeability of

vacuum. The field is damped in the conductor. We assume a boundary inside

the wall where the electric fields are vanished. Consequently the third term

in the right hand side of eq.(1) makes no contribution.

In applying FEM the region under consideration is divided into a large

number of small triangle elements as shown in Fig.l where the antenna-plasma system

, as an example, for the half-turn antenna is given. In tne plasma we use smaller

triangles than that in vacuum. The shape function of the electric field in an

element is taken to be quadratic. The field at any position inside a triangle

element is described by this function and by the fields at six node points;

the apex and the middle points of three sides of the triangle. The integrals

of eq.(1) can then be performed and are expressed by the fields of the six

node points. Putting the variation of the Lagrangian L to be zero, we obtain

the wave equation in one triangle element. This is expressed in a matrix form

as

~ CM] (Ee> - |f ko
2[K] {Efi} = ju,Uo{JA> (2)

where the notations O and [] stand for a vector and a matrix. Both [M] and

[K] have 12

node points;

[K] have 12 x 12 elements. The vector {E } is composed of the fields at six

{ Ee } = {EelxlEelylEe2xlEe2y'Ee3xlEe3ylEe4xlEe4ylEe5xlEe5ylEe6x'Ee6y'Ee6yl}
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The wave number in vacuum is kg. and A means the area of the triangle. The

corresponding wave equation for a continuous field is written down as

v2t - $($•£) - k,2? + k 0
2 ^ - joiu0o£ = -i<wo3A (3)

where the differential operator $ is ( 3/3v, 3/3.) and e is the dielectric
x y

tensor of the so-called cold plasma. The first and second derivatives on the

left hand side (lhs) of eq.(3) correspond 'J the first, term on Ihs of eq.(2),

while the rest of eq.(3) does the second term of eq.(2). As inferred from

this correspondence, elements of [K] become complex and the matrix is

Hermitian. The vector {J.} includes the antenna current as well as

informations on the structure of the antenna. Collecting the equation for

each element together, we have a big size matrix equation which describes the

relation between the field of every node point and the source current

density 3. . By numerically solving this matrix equation, we get the fields

radiated from the antenna in the bounded plasma.

§ 3. Fields in Vacuum

At first we apply FEM to the calculation of fields, excited by a loop

antenna, in a cylindrical vacuum cavity with a conductive wall. To confirm the

accuracy of FEM we compare the obtained fields with the exact solution.

The radius of the cylinder is 25cm and the antenna is located at

r=20cm. The skin depth is taken to be 5 « 10 "2 cm. The antenna current

flows uniformly in the azimuthal direction and oscillates with a frequency of

600MHz. At this frequency a half of the wave length becomes 25cm. The wave
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number along the cylinder axis,k,, is assumed to be zero. On these

assumptions the mode excited is close to a cavity-resonance one.

Only E9 component is present in this case. The radial profile of the field

by FEM is shown in Fig.2 by a broken line and white circles.

Supposing the cylindrical symmetry, we can get the analytic solution to

this field. The wave equation, eq.(3), in vacuum becomes

Ee+ (ko2-k,2)Ee= - ju»u0IA * «(r-a) (4)

where Iŷ  is the antenna current flowing across an unit length and is in unit

of A/m. The antenna is located at r=a. The delta function of eq.(4) can be

expanded as

where J,(X )=0 and J, and J2 denote the Bessel functions. At r=b the wall

exists. Using the expansion of Eg by J^x^r/b) , we get the following analytic

solution;

2juunal. _ J,(x a/b)
Eg(r) - j j r A . U { k o . , k \ \ ( X / b ) } i { J g ( X ) } i Ji(Xxr/b) . (6)

This solution is shown in Fig.2 by a solid l ine. Both have the same radial

profile and the agreement in the amplitude is good.
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§ 4. Numerical Accuracy of FEM Applied to an Anisotropic Medium

We find that, a straightforward application of FEM to an analysis of a

problem in a^ anisotropic medium produces erroneous results. It is rather

difficult, however, to reveal exact causes of the errors since we deal with a

huge system of simultaneous equations. After trials and errors we find the

trouble stems from the smallness of the non-diagonal term of the matrix [K]

and the diagonalized [K] gives exact solutions. The diagonalization is

achieved by using the following coordinate transformation

ui = (x - jy) / n , u2 = (x + jy) / /2

where x and y denote the unit vectors in the Cartesian system and u, and u2

are those in the new system.

§ 5. Fields in Plasmas

Now we calculate the fields in a D plasma. We, first, assume that

19-3the cylinder is filled with a uniform plasma. The density is 2.10 m ,

the magnetic strength is 4.2T, the frequency of the excited oscillation is

61MHz and k|| is set to be 15m" . In this case the square of the refractive

index perpendicular to the magnetic field becomes nx = 23.8 or the perpendicular

wave length Xj_ "v 1m. The azimuthal field obtained by FEM is shown in Fig.3

by white circles. Contrary to the field in vacuum, E component is also

excited though it is not shown here.

The analytic solution is able to be obtained. From the radial component
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of the wave equation in the plasma, we have the relation

Er

where S and D follow Stix's notations and n = k.c/oi.

Substituting this relation into the azimuthal component of the

equation, we have

| y r fc EQ - ̂  Ee + Ic^E, = - j u , ^ A «(r-a) , (8)

where

n (R-n,2)(L-n,2)k x 2 = " o 2 sln* (9)

and R=S+D, L=S-D. Note the similarity between eqs.(4) and (8). The solution

to eq.(8) is expressed by eq. (6) with k^2 in place of ko2 - k|(
2. The analytic

solution thus obtained is also shown in Fig.3 by a solid line. The

agreement between the two solutions is perfect.

Next we consider an inhomogeneous density profile, i.e., a quadratic

form. The plasma radius is assumed to be 15cm. Then the antenna is situated

outside the plasma. The density at the center is 5xl0l9m . The index n 2 is

also changed spatiaily; near the edge of the plasma, 12cm < r < 15cm, n.2 is

negative and, in the inner region, n^2 becomes positive. At the center we

have n.2=566 that means x ^ l c m . The wave at first penetrates evanescently

into the plasma and then propagates toward the center. The white circles in Fig.4

show the spatial profiles of Er and Eg obtained by FEM. The radial field is
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found to be excited only within the plasma column.

The wave equation to be solved is the same form as eq.(8). Now the

square of the wave number kit eq.(9), is the function of r;

(R(r)-n,2) (L(r)-n,2)
k 2 ( ) k !

The wave equation with eq.(10) cannot be solved analytically. We can,

however, obtain the numerical solution by the Runge-Kutta-Gill method. The

solutions for r<a obtained by this method are shown in Fig.4 by solid

lines. The agreement is excellent.

When the discharged D + plasma contains H+ minority the medium has

different characteristics from the above plasma. The density ratio "^"D

0.25 is assumed. In this case a resonance line at which n,2 = S holds is

generated. The E- field has a finite strength while the E r field is expected

to become infinite on this line because of eq-(7)« We adopt FEH to.this case

and compare the result with an RKG solution. The resonance line n,2 * S is

located at r = 14cm. We use smaller triangle elements in the neighborhood of

the resonance line. The broken lines and white circles in Fig.5 snow FEM solutions

and the solid ones do RKG results. The agreement between FEM and RKG solutions

to Eg seems fairly good over all region while those solutions to E agree well

over whole region except for the resonance one. It should be noted that the

wave behavior near the resonance region be treated by using a dielectric tensor

in which the thermal effects are strictly taken into consideration.

§ 6. Fields from a Half-Turn Antenna



In FEM we can almost arbitrarily change the form of the antenna. The

fields Eg and E in the D + plasma excited by a half-turn antenna are

calculated and shown in Fig.6(a) and (b), respectively. The contour lines

show the field strength and the difference between two lines is 2IA(V/m). We

draw here only fields whose phase differences from the antenna current

are IT/2. The solid curve shows the positive and the broken one indicates the

negative quantities. The middle islands show that the point where E. vanishes

is slightly shifted to the antenna side. In the left island we have a

maximum Eg which is comparable to the field at the antenna position. In

Fig.6(b) a strong E r field is observed to be excited at the corner of the

antenna.

Figures 7(a) and (b) show the E Q and E fields computed in D+ plasma with

H+ minority. It is inferred from Fig.5 that EQ will be correctly calculated

all over the plasma cross section. Also Ep will be correct as a whole

although the detailed configuration near the resonance, n(
z=S, where we

observe islands of high field intensity, is not correct.

From these contour lines we can conclude that the structures of ICRF

antenna and of feeder lines have a great influence on radiated fields.

§ 7. Conclusions

The ICRF antenna is different from those immersed in an unbounded plasma

in the points that the conductive wall, plasma boundary and the structure of

the antenna and of the feeder line have crucial effects on the radiated

fields. FEM is shown to be a reliable numerical method to solve the

above boundary value problem. It is pointed out that a straightforward

application of FEM to problems in the dielectric medium produces erroneous
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results. This can be avoided by an appropriate coordinate transformation.

FEM solutions thus obtained are critically compared with the analytic

solutions or with solutions by Runge-Kutta-Gill method and it is found that

the agreement between them is sufficiently good. Even if the plasma contains

a resonance line, fields obtained by FEM agrees with RKG results except near

the resonance line where the both results are incorrect. Radiated fields by a

half-turn antenna are also shown. The fine structures of these excited fields

indicate that the antenna structure and feeder lines have a great influence on

the radiated fields.

In this paper we restrict our interests within the analysis of the

induced fields in bounded plasmas. Detailed structures of the antenna and the

profile of the antenna current are easily taken into account by FEM. Damping

mechanisms of the wave can be also included in the matrix [K]. Based on the

solved fields, we can obtain the input impedance of the antenna by the induced

e.m.f. method. These problems will be treated in forthcoming papers.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The plasma-antenna-wall system. Triangle elements in one sector

are drawn here. A half-turn antenna is also shown. The outermost

line shows the boundary on which a radiated field vanishes.

Fig. 2 Radial profile of a radiated electric field from a loop antenna in

a cylindrical vacuum cavity. The broken line and white circles show

FEM solution and the solid curve indicates an analytic one. The unit of

the electric field is IA(V/m), where I. is tde antenna current flowing

across an unit length. If E=10 and IA=1A, then E should read 10 V/m.

Fig. 3 Radial profile of a radiated azimuthal electric field from a loop

antenna in an uniform plasma. The white circles show FEM solution and

the solid curve indicates an anlytic one. The unit of the electric

field is the same as that in Fig.2.

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of radiated fields from a loop antenna in a plasma

with a quadratic density profile. The plasma is confined inside

r=15 cm. The white circles show FEM solutions and the solid curves

indicate RKG results. The unit of the electric field is the same as

that in Fig.2.

Fig. 5 Radial profiles of radiated fields from a loop antenna in a D

plasma that contains H minority. At r=14 cm, the resonance line,

nn=S, exists. The broken lines and white circles show FEM solutions

and the solid curves indicate RKG results. The unit of the electric

field is the same as that in Fig.2.

Fig. 6 Contour lines of (a) E field and (b) E field strengths. The

fields are radiated from a half-turn antenna shown by a thick
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line, The boundary of the confined plasma, is also shown• The solid

and the broken curves indicate the positive and the negative field

strengths, respectively. The unit of figures on the lines is

IA(V/m),

Fig. 7 Contour lines of (a) E- and (b) E field strengths excited in D +

plasma with H minority? At r=14cm the resonance condition njj=S

is satisfied,
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